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Abstract
 The geoinformatic database of Oaki Town, Toba City was developed by digitizing 
the writen information of boring logs and ３-dimensional underground model has been 
developed based on the newly developed geoinformatic database. A serious uneven 
profile of bed rock overlain by the very soft clayey deposits is expected there. A new 
surveying procedure, caled Mobile Mapping System; MMS, is introduced to monitor 
the ３-dimensional digital geographical data such as sets of latitude, longitude and 
elevation of each point of the target area. The monitoring data set provides a detailed 
distribution of setlement of Oaki Town. Based on this underground model, a series of 
finite element analyses was conducted to describe the actual diferential setlement for 
the past ４０ years. The calculated performance is validated by comparing with the 
present elevation of the original clay deposits checked by the newly conducted boring 
as wel as the digital information through MMS. The newly developed system is found 
to be versatile and promising to support local governments to establish a policy for 
disaster mitigation.
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自然災害科学 J. JSNDS 29-2（2010）
る。次に，河川堤防直近のボーリングNo．３ から
南側内陸に向かう測線Bに沿った地層断面を図５
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